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The Special Olympics Global Youth

Engagement 2019 Impact Report

highlights the impact of global

youth work and its vital role

within the Special Olympics

movement.  This report features

key achievements in 2019 across

several focus areas: Unified

(Champion) Schools, Inclusive

Youth Leadership Development,  

Young Athletes, and other

community engagement.

Additionally, this report provides

updates on programming from

select sponsored projects, as well

as the overall progress made

within youth-based engagement

in 2019.



Special Olympics is a vision for the

future fueled by a brave challenge: What

would the world look like and feel like if

everyone had the skill set and mindset of

inclusion practiced by Special Olympics

athletes and Unified Partners every day?

What if every teacher, parent, coach,

healthcare worker, law enforcement

officer, government leader, community

leader, business leader had once been a

student in a Unified Champion School and

had learned how to include? This is a vision

of a world transformed, a world embracing

and celebrating difference.
 

This is an audacious vision. And it is already

happening. As you will see in these pages,

young people around the world are

deploying the tools of the Special Olympics

movement around the world to create a

generational change. Through Unified

Sports and inclusive early childhood play,

Inclusive Youth Leadership, community

engagement, and motor activity training 

for participants with multiple disabilities,

mindsets of inclusion are fostered and

skill sets of inclusion strengthened. 
 

Special Olympics is committed to this

vision. Youth and their adult allies around

the world are bringing this vision to

life. And partners across the public and

private sectors – from governments to

foundations to corporations to civil society

leaders to philanthropists – are joining to

support and fuel needed for it to grow. On

behalf of the Special Olympics

International Board of Directors and our

global movement, I share my deep

gratitude to each partner of this work who

has made it possible.
 

To the youth leaders of Special Olympics:

Your bravery and leadership emboldens all

of us. Your actions for change inspire all of

us. You do not ask for small change but a

generational shift in mindsets and behavior

– indeed, a revolution. This revolution is

inclusion.

Leadership
Note 

Timothy Shriver
Chairman, Special Olympics International



A Letter
from Chaica
& Noura

As youth leaders, working together as

peers, Chaica and I changed our

perceptions and broke the stereotypes we

both had about each other’s challenges, as

we grew to become close friends. This

friendship was created thanks to the

Special Olympics Global Youth Leadership

Forum, when we represented the UAE

amongst participants from around the

world.  
 

Together, we have learned that all it takes

is a simple "hello" to connect and change

perceptions. This leads to the creation of

small invisible bridges of tolerance that

will grow into concrete bridges of love

and acceptance, connecting us all

together under the umbrella of inclusion,

which is exactly what the world needs.

The Special Olympics movement is a call

for change: change of hearts, minds and

action, because without change, we can’t

learn or move forward. Our UAE is a

believer in change and inclusion, in our

country and around the world.

 The Special Olympics World Games in

Abu Dhabi March 2019 may have ended,

but its flame is still lit in every heart and

street, as this has helped create positive

waves of change for people with

disabilities (determination) in every

aspect of life.

 

 
 
 
 
 

We hope to see more young adults

participating in unified sports, schools

and events and taking the time to get to

know their peers because they will be

carrying the message of inclusion with

them as they grow and pass it to the

future generations, making the message

of inclusion timeless. 

The Special Olympics 

Movement is a call for

change, change of hearts,

minds and action, because

without change, we can’t

learn or move forward.

Chaica and Noura
Youth Leaders, Special Olympics UAE

Chaica    Noura



Youth from Special Olympics
Bharat participating in a
group activity through

Unified Sports programming
held at a school in India.
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 At A Glance 6

Through generous support from funding

partners, Special Olympics is able to deliver

Unified Sports and other inclusive leadership

development opportunities to more youth

worldwide.  This programming continues to

grow as the number of Unified Schools and

Unified Champion Schools increases in every

corner of the world.



AT A
GLANCE.
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Special Olympics 
Global Youth
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in 2019
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Presented by Region is the number

of new Unified Schools and new

Unified Champion Schools

(UCS) engaged in 2019 through

several funded regional and global

projects. These schools are a portion

of the over 100,000 Unified Schools

and Unified Champion Schools

participating annually around the

world. 

Special Olympics
Middle East &
North Africa 

Special Olympics
North America

Special Olympics 
Latin America

IMPACT BY
REGION:
UNIFIED
SCHOOLS 

288 4627,632
*new and returning 

UCS engaged
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Special Olympics
Asia Pacific

Special Olympics
East Asia

Special Olympics
Europe Eurasia

At A Glance  9

94 Unified
Champion
Schools

2,739166 462

Special Olympics
Africa



 

Special Olympics Unified Schools programming

is changing attitudes towards people with

intellectual disabilities, as well as preparing

today’s youth for a diverse and dynamic global

landscape.
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Unified Sport, inclusive youth

leadership development, and whole

school engagement opportunities in

primary schools, secondary schools, and

universities.  This model was pioneered

in the United States during the 2008-

2009 school year as Project UNIFY, which

later transformed to Unified Champion

Schools and expanded to over 140

countries.
 

Through global expansion of the Unified

Schools model, new ways are being

discovered to bring the power of social

inclusion to schools and communities

across the world, creating systemic

change that betters the lives of

individuals of all abilities. This model

includes meaningful engagement and

collaboration with youth leaders,

teachers, community organizers, and

coaches.

Creating lasting attitudinal change across

the world requires focus on today’s youth. 

To bring the message and experience of

inclusion to as many young people around

the world, Special Olympics created

Unified (Champion) Schools, a program

designed to promote social inclusion and

social-emotional learning through

TRANSFORMING
EDUCATION SYSTEMS 
THROUGH INCLUSION

Unified Schools & 
Unified Champion Schools
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SCHOOL ENGAGEMENT



UNIFIED SPORTS AS 
A GLOBAL
EDUCATION TOOL
PROMISING RESULTS AND GAINING
TRACTION

Continued efforts toward advancing 12

global projects supporting the growth and

expansion of new Unified Schools in over 

Special Olympics created Unified Schools

which offers Unified Sports at least two

times each school year and Unified

Champions Schools which utilizes three

interconnected components (Special

Olympics Unified Sports, inclusive youth

leadership, and whole school engagement) to

create school climates of inclusion. Both

models are a sustainable and scalable

mechanism to deliver opportunities for

inclusion to more youth worldwide. 
 

Highlights from 2019 include: 

AMPLIFYING INCLUSION
AROUND THE WORLD
THROUGH EXPANSION 

The United Arab Emirates became the

first country in the world to commit to

implementing Unified Champion

Schools programming in all of its public

schools. Implementation of this

commitment began in 2019 and will

continue through the coming years. 

Special Olympics Unified Champion

Schools within the United States

entered its twelfth year of partnership

with the Office of Special Education

Programs at the US Department of

Education. This resulted in 7,623 new

and returning Unified Champion

Schools engaged across the United

States during the 2018-2019 school

year.

30 countries. This resulted in

engagement of 4,211 Unified Schools

outside of the USA.

 Our Work  13



For more information on forthcoming Unified
(Champion) School evaluation see page 30.

STUDIES HAVE SHOWN THAT UNIFIED CHAMPION SCHOOLS (UCS) POSITIVELY
AFFECT A RANGE OF OUTCOMES FOR STUDENTS WITH AND WITHOUT
INTELLECTUAL DISABILITIES IN THE UNITED STATES, INCLUDING SOCIAL
INCLUSION, SCHOOL ENVIRONMENT, AND PARTICIPANT ATTITUDES. 

97% of teachers surveyed in UCS felt that

the UCS program has created a more

socially inclusive schools environment

94% of teachers surveyed indicated that

the UCS program has made a big impact

in reducing bullying, teasing, and

offensive language in their schools.

97% of liaisons reported increased

participation of students with 

 intellectual disabilities in school 

activities, leading to more inclusive

attitudes school-wide.
UNIFIED CHAMPION SCHOOLS
IMPROVE SCHOOL CLIMATE AND
HELP STUDENTS TO DEVELOP
SOCIAL-EMOTIONAL SKILLS: 

Increasingly, similar outcomes are also

being observed by Special Olympics

Programs implementing the Unified

Schools and Unified Champions Schools

model outside of the United States.

Additionally, Special Olympics is not

alone in assessing how varying

engagement approaches affect students

with and without intellectual disabilities

around the world, particularly

intersections between inclusive

education programming and

international education partnerships.

 Our Work 14



I N C L U S I V E  Y O U T H

E D U C A T I O N  P R O G R A M S
B y :  O l g a  M .  M e r c h a n ,  J o s h  J o s a ,  a n d

H i l a r y  T a f t ,  U S A I D

Youth with disabilities are among the most

marginalized of the world’s youth and are more

likely to face poverty and severe inequities.  For

many youth with disabilities, exclusion, isolation,

and discrimination are daily realities. In addition,

negative cultural beliefs and attitudes towards

people with disabilities generate barriers to

attending school, finding and maintaining

employment and participating in social activities.

According to some estimates, 98% of children

with disabilities in developing countries do not

attend school and 99% of girls with disabilities

are illiterate. 
 

The United State Agency for International

Development — the world’s premier

international development agency — recognizes

that to build an inclusive development

community, staff and partners must be equipped

with knowledge and tools to include people with

disabilities in development programs. USAID’s

Education Policy drives the Agency’s decision-

making and investments in international

education and defines critical ways that we

support partner countries on their journey to

self-reliance. Disability inclusive education is

embedded throughout the Education Policy,

demonstrating a recognition that it improves

education outcomes for all learners. 
 

For example, in Paraguay USAID worked with the

Saraki Foundation to launch an innovative

communication strategy called “Who Trains

Who?” to raise awareness and public support for

disability inclusive education. The project

engages youth with and without disabilities and

has the message that inclusive education

benefits everyone—including students,

teachers, parents, and entire communities. 

The project raises awareness of the need for an

inclusive education system and develops and

implements a pilot for inclusive education—

including sports—in select public and private

schools. In Bluefields, Nicaragua, the “Aprendo y

Emprendo” project, also known as “Technical

Vocational Education and Training Strengthening

for At-risk Youth”, implemented by Creative

Associates International has collaborated with

certified Nicaraguan Sign Language (NSL)

interpreters to offer a 40-hour course for 13

university and technical/vocational faculty at the

University of the Autonomous Regions of the

Nicaraguan Caribbean Coast (URACCAN) on how

to educate and communicate with deaf students.

URACCAN opened a new world of opportunities

for 27-year-old Cheysi Smith and her deaf

classmates. ''In 2017, with a scholarship from

USAID, I started my technical career at URACCAN,

the only university that provided an NSL

interpreter''.  As a proud member of the Aprendo

y Emprendo Youth Council, Cheysi became a

valuable change agent in her community.
 

The cost of excluding youth with disabilities is

high and there is a strong case for investment in

developing countries. The International Labour

Organisation suggested the cost of exclusion

could be up to 7% of GDP. Inclusive youth

programming prepares young people with

disabilities for the working world and is a way to

remove societal barriers and reduce youth

unemployment.

With support and a scholarship from the USAID Aprendo y Emprendo project, Cheysi
Smith is breaking down barriers to education for other students with disabilities.
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To empower these youth leaders,

Special Olympics created the Youth

Innovation Grant initiative. Supported

by several global donors, the initiative

brings financial resources and technical

support to the grassroots, directly

empowering young people to engage

their peers and community in creating

inclusion. Through this initiative, Special

Olympics youth leaders with and

without intellectual disabilities join

together to design, plan, and implement

their own visions for inclusion in their

schools and communities, leveraging the

tools of Special Olympics and the

mentorship of adult allies. In 2019,

Special Olympics funded 167 youth-led

projects in nearly 80 countries. 

 

Inclusive Leadership
Development
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At the forefront of the Special Olympics

movement, Youth Leaders with and

without intellectual disabilities are

bringing the vision of an inclusive world

to life in their schools and communities.

These young people from around the

world will be the next generation of

leaders for inclusion, a global Unified

Generation.

CHANGE AGENTS
FOR INCLUSION
YOUTH INNOVATION PROJECTS

View the full map here.
 Our Work 16

YOUTH ENGAGEMENT

https://www-specialolympicsglobalyouth-org.filesusr.com/html/4d8a8a_64ad451dc6a63659fdbea5b9f7f3b54b.html
https://www-specialolympicsglobalyouth-org.filesusr.com/html/4d8a8a_64ad451dc6a63659fdbea5b9f7f3b54b.html


M E  A N D  S H R E Y  
H A V E  A  M U C H  L A R G E R
V I S I O N  O F  C R E A T I N G

I N C L U S I O N  I N  S C H O O L S  A L L
A R O U N D  I N D I A .

 
– S I M R A N  S A N H I ,  S P E C I A L

O L Y M P I C S  B H A R A T  ( I N D I A )
Y O U T H  L E A D E R

S I M R A N  A N D  S H R E Y  A R E  S P E C I A L  O L Y M P I C S  Y O U T H  L E A D E R S  I N  I N D I A  W H O  R E C E I V E D
A  S P E C I A L  O L Y M P I C S  Y O U T H  I N N O V A T I O N  G R A N T .  T H E Y  W A N T  T O  C H A N G E  A T T I T U D E S
T O W A R D S  P E O P L E  W I T H  D I S A B I L I T I E S .  T H E S E  T W O  C L A S S M A T E S  N O T I C E D  T H A T  T H E R E
W A S  L I M I T E D  A T T E N T I O N  A N D  A W A R E N E S S  T O W A R D  I N D I V I D U A L S  W I T H  D I S A B I L I T I E S .
T H E Y  A R E  L O O K I N G  T O  S C H O O L S  T O  B E  T H E  C A T A L Y S T  F O R  C H A N G E .

Simran and Shrey launched a Special

Olympics Youth Innovation Project in

2019, and are working to connect

mainstream schools with special

education schools around India by

developing Unified Youth Clubs

and organizing Unified Sports activities.

By forming connections between schools,

they hope to form new relationships

between students on multiple campuses.

For the first time this year, Special

Olympics is bringing Youth Leaders, like

Smran and Shrey, together virtually.

Microsoft Teams is one of the tools

helping them stay connected and

motivated, with more than 600 of the 

young changemakers leading projects

already using the platform. Microsoft

Teams helps bridge geographic, cultural,

and cognitive differences with its

language and translation features. Learn

more about Simran and Shrey’s project

and how they are using Microsoft Teams

here.

 Our Work  17

Simran & Shrey's Story: The
Power of Youth Innovation  

https://www.microsoft.com/inculture/social-good/inclusion/special-olympics/


INCREASING
INCLUSION WITHIN 
COMMUNITIES
SEIZING THE SUMMIT

Special Olympics Youth Leadership

Summits bring together Youth Leaders

with and without ID at the global,

Regional, National, and local levels.

Through workshops and trainings,

young people are given the tools and

skills necessary to be leaders in their

schools and communities. Since 2001,

Special Olympics has been using Youth

Leadership Summits as a platform to

empower the newest generation of

leaders to lead the Unified movement.
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In 2019, Special Olympics held the largest,

most inclusive, and geographically diverse

Global Youth Leadership Summit as part of

the Special Olympics World Summer Games

in Abu Dhabi. In addition, Regional Youth

Leadership Summits were held in Special

Olympics Africa, East Asia, and Asia Pacific .

Across the four Youth Leadership Summits

held in 2019,  a total of 295 Special

Olympics Youth Leaders were trained. 

 

2019 Special Olympics Global
Youth Leadership Summit in
Abu Dhabi

 Our Work 18



9

M O R E  T H A N  1 5 0  Y O U T H  L E A D E R S  W I T H  A N D  W I T H O U T  I N T E L L E C T U A L
D I S A B I L I T I E S  F R O M  O V E R  3 5  C O U N T R I E S  U N I T E D  I N  A B U  D H A B I ,  U A E
T O  S H A R E  A N D  D E V E L O P  T H E I R  I D E A S  F O R  A  M O R E  I N C L U S I V E  W O R L D .

The Special Olympics Global Youth

Leadership Summit, held 14 – 18 March

in conjunction with 2019 Special

Olympics World Summer Games in Abu

Dhabi, convened Youth Leaders from

across the world to learn, share best

practices, and develop plans to

implement the inclusive vision of

Special Olympics. Following the

Summit, the Youth Leaders returned to

their home countries to deploy their

training by leading youth innovation

grant projects. These projects will

increase inclusion and create

structured training opportunities to

develop other Youth Leaders in their

communities. 

Through these youth-led projects and

training, the seeds planted at the Global

Youth Summit will begin to grow and

create a global Unified Generation

bringing an end to discrimination. To learn

about the projects being led, click  here.

T H E  G L O B A L  Y O U T H
L E A D E R S H I P  S U M M I T  G A V E

M E  A  B R A N D  N E W  O U T L O O K
O N  T H E  W O R L D  A N D

P R O V I D E D  M E  C O U R A G E  A N D
C O N F I D E N C E  T O  C O N T I N U E
W O R K I N G  O N  M Y  P R O J E C T

 
– V I C T O R I A ,  Y O U T H  L E A D E R ,

S P E C I A L  O L Y M P I C S  C H I N A
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THE SPECIAL OLYMPICS GLOBAL
YOUTH LEADERSHIP SUMMIT  

https://www.specialolympicsglobalyouth.org/


In developed and developing nations

alike, children with ID are one of the

most marginalized population subsets in

the world. Children with ID and their

families often lack access to quality

health and education services, creating

an urgent and unmet need for early

childhood development (ECD) services

and education for families, caretakers,

and key influencers about positive ECD

and its crucial role in the life-long health

of the child and family. Special Olympics

Young Athletes is an inclusive  program

grounded in motor development and  

family education as a first step towards

lifelong health and community inclusion for

children, ages 2 to 7 years old and their

families. Young Athletes uses structured

play activities and accompanying

educational materials to engage families

and communities in the development of

gross motor, cognitive, and social skills for

children with and without ID. It typically is

implemented three days a week, using

standardized lessons that correspond to

eight motor units. As of 2018, Young

Athletes engaged over 440,000 children

with and without ID in 175 countries.

In 2019, Special Olympics expanded Young

Athletes activities to reach more

communities around the world and create

positive change in the lives of children and

their families. 
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Young
Athletes
 

INCLUSIVE
PLAY
ACTIVITIES FOR ALL CHILDREN
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EARLY CHILDHOOD ENGAGEMENT
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In addition to participation growth, 2019

saw great advances in the programmatic

work, with new resources launched to

support learn-to-train sports activities,

creative opportunities to engage and

educate families on the health and well-

being of their children, and emphasis on

high-quality training of Young Athletes

coaches.

Thanks to support from the IKEA

Foundation and the MetLife Foundation,

the reach of Special Olympics Young

Athletes has significantly expanded in

Asia Pacific, Europe-Eurasia and Middle

East North Africa.
 

Across projects in these three regions,

Special Olympics has engaged over

152,000 children with and without ID

and almost 89,000 families through

Young Athletes activities across 37

countries. Additionally, 2,900 schools

and 700 communities supported the

inclusion of children with ID by

implementing Young Athletes activities.

With the new participants in 2019,

Special Olympics exceeded its 2016-2020

growth goals for Young Athletes.
 

130 children with and without ID participated in Young

Athletes activities at the World Games, boosting Young

Athletes in the UAE.



Build positive adult-youth relationships by

getting to know every child’s story. For example,

learn about their favorite people, what do they

love to do, and what they find

challenging.Establish a supportive team culture

by creating a space that is physically and

emotionally safe. 

Promote positive social skills through

communication and play, acknowledge

challenging emotions and provide opportunities

to refocus on having fun.

Celebrate everyone’s efforts not just their

successes. Reinforce that everyone gets better

with practice and that practice can be fun.

Focus on the skills that matter for life as well as

sport, such as constructive communication,

leadership, teamwork, decision-making,

patience, compassion and physical skills.

Include role models for good character, a

positive attitude, and solid decision-making that

ensures everyone’s welcomed participation.

Seek opportunities for support, training and

professional development that can provide new

ideas, strategies and activities for building

success.

Join forces with others, such as families,

schools, community organizations, and sports

federations, so that learning can be reinforced

and transitions to other contexts and situations

are well supported.
 

A focus on social-emotional skill development can

provide additional benefit and impact for children

participating in Young Athletes and other sport

and play programs, adding to the already impactful

programming.  Together, structured physical

activity programs for young children with

integrated SEL components can support

improvement in general and cognitive competence

and verbal and social engagement, as well as

increasing perceived social and physical

competence.

Feature 22

[1] “What is SEL?” Casel, casel.org/what-is-sel/.
[2] “Call for Coaches: Coaching social and emotional skills in youth sports.” The
Aspen Institute, Project Play.
https://assets.aspeninstitute.org/content/uploads/2019/02/CallsForCoaches_F
inal_Web.pdf 

T H E  C O N N E C T I O N  B E T W E E N

S O C I A L - E M O T I O N A L  L E A R N I N G

( S E L )  A N D  S P E C I A L  O L Y M P I C S

Y O U N G  A T H L E T E S
B y :  E l l e n  Z a m b o  A n d e r s o n ,  P h D ,  P T

A s s o c i a t e  P r o f e s s o r ,  R u t g e r s ,  T h e  S t a t e

U n i v e r s i t y  o f  N e w  J e r s e y

G l o b a l  A d v i s o r ,  S p e c i a l  O l y m p i c s  Y o u n g

A t h l e t e s

According to the Collaborative for Academic,

Social and Emotional Learning (CASEL), Social-

Emotional Learning (SEL) is the process

through which children and adults understand

and manage emotions, set and achieve positive

goals, feel and show empathy for others,

establish and maintain positive relationships,

and make responsible decisions. SEL skill

development is articulated through five core

competencies, including self-awareness, self-

management, social awareness, relationship

skills, and decision making. [1]
 

When classrooms and schools have activities

that promote social-emotional skill

development, children get better grades and

test scores, their school and family

relationships improve, they have better mental

and physical health, and they show greater

commitment to achieve their goals.  Beyond the

classroom, SEL can be incorporated into

physical activity, sport, and play programs, like

Special Olympics Young Athletes. Integrating

the principles of SEL into play time with family,

friends, or teachers, or during a more

structured sport-skill development program,

can have a positive impact on the development

of the whole child. Consider the following

suggestions from the Aspen Institute for

integrating SEL skill development into sports

and play activities.[2]

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP

https://www.creativeassociatesinternational.com/multimedia/deaf-advocate-paves-way-for-inclusive-education-in-nicaragua/
https://casel.org/what-is-sel/
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COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

implement Unified Sports programming

within a school setting involves engaging

stakeholders at every level (including

school leadership, families and local

governments). For example, coordinated

trainings for educators combine

strategies for addressing individual

student needs with approaches to

implementing Unified Sports across

varying cultural contexts and school

systems.  This helps to break down

attitude barriers both for the people

that are playing but also those that

watch them.  Additionally, outreach to

local government, parent networks and

media help to generate needed

awareness and action in every country.

Unified Schools is a global initiative that

recognizes that most youth, across all

demographic or geographic locations,

are not positioned through standard

education curricula to develop strong

social and emotional skills, which are in

urgent demand in a diverse and dynamic

world. Many of the skills most desired by

employers today include social

competencies. Unified Schools uses

sports as a platform to teach key social-

emotional skills, such as self-perception,

perseverance, empathy, appreciating

diversity and working cooperatively. 

Empowering youth and school staff to 

INCREASING LOCAL
SUPPORT

W I T H  U N I F I E D  S P O R T S  A S  A  T O O L ,  Y O U T H  W I T H  A N D  W I T H O U T  I D  A R E
A B L E  T O  D E V E L O P  S O C I A L  A N D  E M O T I O N A L  L E A R N I N G  S K I L L S  T H A T
C R E A T E  I N C L U S I O N  I N  S C H O O L S  A N D  C O M M U N I T I E S .



CHANGING
ATTITUDES
COMMITTING TO INCLUSION

Spread the Word: Inclusion is a global

campaign to increase inclusion amongst

people with and without ID through

grassroots action. In schools,

workplaces, and communities around

the world, local leaders are taking a

pledge to create socially inclusive places

to learn, work, and live.

Over 10 years, leaders and self-advocates

collected millions of digital and physical

pledges to end the R-word. In 2019,

Spread the Word to End the Word became

Spread the Word: Inclusion, expanding

beyond the elimination of a word and into

the creation of a new reality: inclusion for

all people with intellectual disabilities.
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Founded by two youth leaders in 2009 as

Spread the Word to End the Word, the

campaign focused its first 10 years on

addressing a powerful form of exclusion:

the word 'retard(ed)’.

The campaign remains committed to

empowering grassroots leaders to change

their communities, schools, and

workplaces, now through a call to their

peers to commit to taking action for

inclusion. With this change, Spread the

Word will give community leaders around

the world the tools needed to create

lasting change.
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Spread the Word:
Inclusion

For more information about Spread the

Word: Inclusion, click here.

https://www.spreadtheword.global/
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INCREASING INCLUSION AMONG
PEOPLE WITH DISABILITIES
THROUGH GRASSROOTS ACTION

In March, 13,000+ people took the

pledge via SpreadtheWord.global

4.8 million impressions over social

media

Exposure to over 7,000 attendees

at SXSW EDU in Austin, Texas,

USA.

In South Dakota, USA, 25,000

students took the pledge with 133

schools participating.

In Mississippi, USA, the Spread the

Word pledge banner was brought

to the Mississippi State House &

Senate where representatives and

senators signed the pledge.

Major Highlights in 2019:

 

 

3,276,608 REACH

4,872,307 IMPRESSIONS

1,918 POSTS

39,006 ENGAGEMENT 

SOCIAL MEDIA HIGHLIGHTS (2019)



CONNECTORS
BETWEEN ATHLETES,
FAMILIES, AND
YOUTH
FOSTERING GREATER ACCEPTANCE

Siblings have been a force of innovation

and activism in Special Olympics from its

beginning. Eunice Kennedy Shriver, the

Founder of Special Olympics, was

inspired by her sister with ID to start a

revolution of inclusion through sport.

Through Special Olympics, siblings can

find a supportive community, a platform

to share their experiences, and an

opportunity to develop as leaders.

By proactively reaching out to and

supporting siblings, Special Olympics is

empowering them to be passionate

advocates for inclusion. Through this

initiative, supported by the Samuel Family

Foundation, siblings are growing as

leaders of the Unified Generation.
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Siblings as 
Leaders

Siblings are connectors of three groups

central to Special Olympics: Special

Olympics athletes, families, and youth.

Siblings bring personal experiences and

lifetime relationships with their sibling

with ID to the Special Olympics

movement. 
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Creating resources for youth siblings,

their parents, and local Special

Olympics Programs to support sibling

involvement in the Special Olympics

movement

Hosting regional and national

workshops for sibling and family

leaders to learn about sibling

engagement, share ideas, and network

Providing youth innovation grants to

sibling youth leaders to carry out

projects to make their communities

more inclusive or bring more siblings

into the Special Olympics movement

Conducting research to learn more

about sibling experiences, especially

in the Global South

Launched a new set of resources to

provide siblings of people with ID,

parents, and local Special Olympics

Programs information about the

Around the world, Special Olympics is

supporting siblings in four ways:

1.

2.

3.

4.

 

In 2019, Special Olympics: 

Held Regional Sibling Workshops in

Francophone West Africa, Latin

America, and Asia Pacific. Workshops

trained youth siblings in leadership

skills and trained Special Olympics

Family Support Network leaders in

the importance of engaging siblings

in their local Special Olympics

programming;

Distributed 15 youth innovation

project grants to siblings who

attended Regional Sibling

workshops to implement their

projects to promote inclusion in

their schools and communities; and

Presented findings from the

qualitative study on sibling

experiences at the 2019 Sibling

Leadership Network National

Conference in Saint Paul, Minnesota,

USA.

different ways Special Olympics can

support siblings and opportunities

to get involved;
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SPORTS ARE FOR
EVERYONE
PREPARING ATHLETES TO
ACHIEVE THEIR PERSONAL BEST 

The Special Olympics Motor Activity

Training Program (MATP) is a Special

Olympics initiative that provides

persons with severe, profound, or

multiple disabilities with the

opportunity to participate in adapted

physical activities. This non-competitive

programming develops skills related to

Special Olympics official sports and

emphasizes achieving a participant's

personal best. Through MATP, Special

Olympics demonstrates that people of

all levels  can participate and benefit

from physical activity and experience 

social inclusion through sport. MATP

focuses on skills such as walking, rolling,

throwing, striking, kicking, manual/electric

wheelchair, and water skills that are

considered the foundation for sport.

MATP offers modifications to different

activities within each of these skills to

tailor them to participants’ individual

functional abilities. 
 

A 2017 survey found that 80% of MATP

athletes participate through schools.

MATP coaches are often professionals

from fields such as physical therapy,

occupational therapy, or adapted physical

education. Special Olympics hosts non-

competitive “Challenge Days” for MATP

participants to demonstrate the skills they

have learned for their families and

communities and celebrate the progress

they have achieved.
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MATP
Motor Activity Training Program
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A MATP Demonstration was held at the

2019 World Summer Games in Abu

Dhabi and included 36 MATP athletes

from local organizations and centers.

Athletes demonstrated their skills for

their families, spectators, and honored

guests. 

MATP continues to grow and develop in

the global Special Olympics movement.

Some of the exciting accomplishments

in 2019 include:

 

The East Asia and Europe Eurasia

Regions held Regional MATP

Seminars to train MATP Head

Coaches who will return to their

countries and train more MATP

coaches. These trainings will grow

opportunities for MATP participation

in communities throughout these

Regions. 

A new MATP Global Advisory

Committee was formed, chaired by

Dr. Eleni Rossides, Special Olympics

International Board Member and

Global MATP Advisor. This

Committee met for the first time in

Singapore in May to discuss updates

to MATP resources, share best

practices from different regions, and

provide recommendations on the

strategic direction of MATP.

 

 



CAPTURING
PROVEN SUCCESS
MEASURING SCHOOL OUTCOMES

In the United States, the national

evaluation of Unified Champion Schools

programming over the last eleven years

has provided clear evidence of its

impact on schools and students, and has

led to the improvement and expansion

of Unified Champion Schools across the

country. The Center for Social

Development and Education (CSDE) at

the University of Massachusetts,

Boston, has been the evaluation partner

for Special Olympics in launching and

sustaining Unified Champion Schools

over the past eleven years.

In implementing an annual, national

evaluation of Unified Champion Schools, the

CSDE has developed a portfolio of validated

and effective tools and methodologies to

document the impact of the programming on

schools and students. In order to expand

understanding of the impact beyond the

United States, Special Olympics partnered

with the American Institutes for Research

(AIR) to evaluate the implementation and

impact of Unified Schools globally.
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Evaluating Our
Impact

With support from the Stavros Niarchos

Foundation as part of the Play Unified : Learn

Unified project, Special Olympics launched

the Global Unified Schools Evaluation Project

in 2019. In partnership with AIR, this

evaluation project will grow the capacity of

Special Olympics to evaluate the outcomes 
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MONITORING ENGAGEMENT
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of Unified Schools work across cultural

contexts and school systems.

Developing these evaluation tools and

implementing them in multiple Regions

around the world will be a critical step

forward for the global Special Olympics

movement.  

different implementation and impact

evaluation and how to design and carry

out an evaluation plan. Additionally, a

full bank of quantitative and qualitative

research protocols is available to be

used with students with and without ID,

parents, and school administrators, with

options appropriate for both integrated

and segregated school systems. 
The capacity built through this project

will allow Special Olympics to collect

and deploy better data to drive

continuous improvement of

programming and measure outcomes of

Unified Schools on students, families,

and entire school communities.  Special

Olympics and AIR have now developed

the first Global Unified Schools

Evaluation Toolkit to empower Special

Olympics Regions and National 

Programs to integrate evaluation into

their Unified Schools programming. This

toolkit includes an Evaluation Guide

with detailed information about 

These Global Unified Schools Evaluation

tools are now being piloted in four

countries: Greece, China, Kenya, and

India. Local university partners in each of

these countries are leading data

collection and will collaborate with AIR

on the data analysis. Site visits to train

the local university partners on the

research protocols took place during

June-August 2019. Data collection began

in September 2019 and will continue

throughout the first half of 2020.

Professor Kalpana Sharma,
leader of the Unified Schools
evaluation team at local
university partner of Special
Olympics Bharat, Amity
University Greater Noida.



Funding Partners

The Office of Special Education Programs at
the US Department of Education has
supported Special Olympics Unified

Champion Schools in creating communities
of inclusion and shaping attitudes on school
campuses across the United States. Through
the generous grant support of the US Office

of Special Education Programs, schools
across the United States have been

activated as communities of inclusion. With
a focus on inclusive youth leadership, whole

school engagement activities and Unified
Sports, students with and without ID

become the agents of change.

As part of a three-year grant and landmark
collaboration, the Stavros Niarchos

Foundation and Special Olympics
International have partnered to amplify the

global impact of Special Olympics
programmatic work in Unified Sports and
Unified Schools. The 14 national Special

Olympics Program partners engaged in the
second year of this partnership include

(Special Olympics): Bharat (India), Brazil,
Chile, China, Chinese Taipei, Egypt, Hellas

(Greece), Indonesia, Kenya, Mexico,
Morocco, Russia, Serbia and Tanzania.  This

project aims to support social inclusion
around the world by forging stronger youth

engagement worldwide and transforming
educational systems through Unified Sports.

Special Olympics gratefully acknowledges the generous support received from the partners
of its Global Youth Engagement programming. With this support, Special Olympics is able
to deliver exceptional programming and provide increased opportunities for inclusion to

individuals and communities around the world.  
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Funding Partners

Ray and Stephanie Lane and family
have been proud long-term supporters

and champions of Special Olympics for over 20
years, leaving an undeniable impact on the
lives of athletes around the world. As early
supporters of Unified Schools, their initial

investment in five countries has grown into a
global movement that now touches every

continent. Simply put, the Lane family’s
belief and investment in the power of youth

has created a ripple effect of social change and
inclusion in communities around the globe. In

2018, through a generous commitment to
Special Olympics, the Lane Family established

the Lane Global Youth Leadership Project,
which will pioneer a cascading series of Special
Olympics Youth Leadership Summits over a 5-

year cycle. Through their support, this
worldwide network of youth leaders with and
without intellectual disabilities will become
the change makers of tomorrow as agents of

inclusion within their schools and broader
communities. 

Kim Samuel and the Samuel Family Foundation
have provided long-term strategic support to

many Special Olympics key initiatives,
including early investment in Unified Sports,
Young Athletes and family programming. As
pioneers in the fields of inclusion and social

connectedness, Kim Samuel and the
Foundation remain important partners in

Special Olympics’ work to ensure people with
intellectual disabilities feel a sense of

belonging and inclusion in their communities.
In 2018, the Foundation helped Special

Olympics launch its first-ever Sibling
Engagement initiative, creating targeted

opportunities specifically designed for siblings
of Special Olympics athletes.
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Special Olympics gratefully acknowledges the generous support received from the partners
of its Global Youth Engagement programming. With this support, Special Olympics is able
to deliver exceptional programming and provide increased opportunities for inclusion to

individuals and communities around the world.  



Since 2016, the IKEA Foundation has played
an important role in expanding the reach of
Special Olympics’ Young Athletes program
globally through it’s annual “Let’s Play for

Change” Good Cause campaign. As the
philanthropic arm of INGKA Foundation, the

owner of the Ingka Group of companies,
they focus on improving the lives of

vulnerable children by enabling their
families to create sustainable livelihoods,

and to fight and cope with climate change.
The IKEA Foundation works to create a

better everyday life for millions of people
and has made significant investments to

support the growth of Young Athletes
programming in Bangladesh, India, Pakistan

and Thailand. During our three year
partnership, the IKEA Foundation has

helped Special Olympics to include over
350,000 children in Young Athletes and has

created over 5,000 socially inclusive
communities in the process.

Funding Partners

MetLife Foundation, the philanthropic arm
of global insurer MetLife, launched a three-

year partnership with Special Olympics in
2016. The Foundation’s support, a clear

demonstration of a commitment to serving
the communities where MetLife operates, is

centered on the expansion of Young
Athletes, a sport and play program for
children with and without intellectual
disabilities ages 2 to 7. Support from
MetLife Foundation enabled Special

Olympics to launch Young Athletes in five
countries and expand activities in 21

additional countries in the Europe Eurasia
and Middle East/North Africa regions. With
their direct support, almost 4,500 children

with and without disabilities participated in
Young Athletes activities, gaining motor,

social and cognitive skill development
through inclusive play. 
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To support Unified Schools and Young Athletes
programming, the Inter-American Development Bank
sponsored a 3-year funding partnership with Special

Olympics in Latin America. This support brings
inclusive programming to 60 mainstream schools and

communities -- positively impacting 18,000 youth
with and without intellectual disabilities in the

country. Through implementing Unified Schools in
Panama, the aim is to increase awareness of inclusive

sports programming and students with disabilities,
create youth leaders who serve as catalysts for more

positive and inclusive school environments. 

Tencent pledged a sponsorship to support the
development of Unified Schools and Young Athletes
over a three-year period. The sponsorship catalyzed

the development of Unified Schools and Young
Athletes in the six Programs of Special Olympics East

Asia. Additionally, Unified Sports, China-US Unified
Schools Youth Exchange Program, regional Unified
Schools Leadership Forum, and regional Inclusive
Youth Leadership training were supported by the

partnership as well. By June 2018, Special Olympics
East Asia organized over 60 Special Olympics events

across all six Programs. Approximately 9,200 SO
Athletes, Unified Partners, parents, educators,

volunteers, and staff members from general
education and special education schools across the

region directly participated in events.

ESPN is the Global Presenting Sponsor of Unified
Sports and Official Broadcaster for the Special

Olympics USA and World Games. ESPN is proud of its
relationship with Special Olympics, which spans
nearly 34 years. The alliance between ESPN and

Special Olympics uses the power of sports to
promote social inclusion and acceptance through two
pillars of the relationship: ESPN’s Global Presenting

Sponsorship of Special Olympics Unified Sports® and
a multi-year global programming agreement. Since
2013, ESPN has invested over $6 million in cash and
in-kind to support Special Olympics’ goal of building
Unified Sports programming and resources in 10,000

schools and reaching 100,000 new or re-certified
coaches. Through the multi-year global programming

agreement, ESPN has served as the Official
Broadcaster for the 2015 Special Olympics World

Games in Los Angeles, 2017 Special Olympics World
Winter Games in Austria, 2018 Special Olympics USA

Games in Seattle, and were the Official Media Partner
of the 2019 Special Olympics World Summer Games,

hosted in Abu Dhabi.

Funding Partners
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To support the growth of Unified Schools in China,
SOHO China sponsored a 5-year funding partnership
between 2016 and 2020. SOHO China's sponsorship

was invested in Unified Schools events held by
Special Olympics East Asia's Sports and

Organizational Development Departments. SOHO
China's support has been deployed to sponsor events
in Unified Sports, including Unified football (soccer)

leagues and a regional Unified Schools Leadership
Forum. Over 8,000 participants with and without

disabilities, educators, coaches, and volunteers have
been part of these events. Training for coaches and

teachers was provided through SOHO China's
generous support.  

Special Olympics gratefully acknowledges the generous support received from the partners
of its Global Youth Engagement programming. With this support, Special Olympics is able
to deliver exceptional programming and provide increased opportunities for inclusion to

individuals and communities around the world.  



With support from FDW Insurance Group, Special
Olympics will engage Unified Schools and local

communities in countries throughout Southeast Asia,
reaching 12,000 young people through workshops that

address negative perceptions of people with ID.
Efforts in this initiative will also allow 90 schools and

communities to celebrate inclusion and acceptance
through 240 sports and non-sports events. To date,

this partnership has yielded great success and
acceptance among youth with and without ID, mentors,

teachers, school administrators and community
leaders. Set targets for 2019 have also been surpassed
by many of the participating countries and efforts have

been reflected in the changes of behaviors and
attitudes among those engaged and the impact

brought to schools’ learning environments and beyond.

Under the partnership banner “Mission: Inclusion”,
Lions Clubs International and the Lions Clubs

International Foundation have provided significant
financial and volunteer support in the movement’s
most critical areas:  global health, inclusive sports,

leadership development, family education, and
more.  As part of a shared commitment to provide

inclusive service opportunities worldwide, the Lions
Clubs International Foundation and Lions Clubs

International have been instrumental in empowering
the Special Olympics movement to enrich the lives

of individuals of all abilities through community
service and action- both on and off the field of play.

Since 2014, Microsoft and Special Olympics have had a
global partnership with the goal of empowering

athletes and Programs through technology. Through
this partnership, Microsoft technology has helped

modernize the Special Olympics Games Management
System and supported the 2015 and 2017 Special

Olympics World Games. Microsoft was the Presenting
Sponsor of the 2018 Special Olympics USA Games
providing funding, devices, and more than 1,700
volunteers. Over the course of the partnership,

Microsoft marketing support has raise awareness of
Special Olympics with millions of people. Most

recently, Microsoft has supported Special Olympics
Youth Leadership development, helping to deploy a

digital platform to connect youth leaders around the
world and providing grants to six Youth Innovation
projects using technology to build more inclusive

communities.

Kantar is proud to be a global partner of Special
Olympics, helping to advance their mission to end

the ongoing exclusion, isolation, discrimination, and
health injustice for people with intellectual

disabilities. By achieving this, Special Olympics seeks
to create an inclusive world for all. Kantar will

partner with Special Olympics on advancing Global
Youth Leadership development, which will bring

together Youth Leaders with and without
intellectual disabilities at nearly 200 global,

regional, national and local summits over the next
four years. Each Special Olympics Youth Leadership

Summit provides a platform for Youth Leaders to
discuss and implement inclusion-based projects in

their own communities creating a generational shift
towards inclusion in schools and communities

around the world.

Funding Partners
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Over the past three years, Hasbro has been a
supporter of Special Olympics Unified Schools in the

United States and several other countries around
the world. A key element of Hasbro’s philanthropic

initiative is to “instill empathy in children around
the world” and their signature philanthropic

initiative, Be Fearless, Be Kind aims "to nurture
empathy and compassion in youth and help put
kindness into action." Hasbro also supports the

Special Olympics Youth Innovation Project initiative,
creating opportunities for youth leaders with and
without intellectual disabilities to lead projects to

make their schools and home communities more
inclusive.

Funding Partners

Global Unified Schools Evaluation Partners

In-Country Unified Schools University Evaluation Partners

Special Olympics and UNICEF have shared a growing
global partnership since 2011 designed to integrate

children with and without intellectual disabilities into
all international development programs, strategies

and services. This focus on inclusive development has
brought critical support, capacity-building, advocacy

and awareness to 30+ National Special Olympics
Programs around the world, and has helped

strengthen key Special Olympics programs in the areas
of inclusive health, inclusive sports, early childhood
development programming, family health education,

leadership development and much more.

University of Massachusetts
Boston

Evaluation Partners
We gratefully acknowledge the following partners supporting efforts to evaluate the

outcomes of Unified Schools work across cultural contexts and school systems.
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